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Climate Prediction

Freckle Level: 3C

Have you ever seen the weather man or woman on TV? They tell
us if we should wear warm clothes or bring an umbrella today.
They make predictions. These are guesses about the future.

We can also make predictions about the climate. Climate
predictions tell us more than just today’s weather. They tell us
how the climate may change many years in the future!

Climate Prediction vs. Weather

Forecasting

Climate predictions and weather forecasts are different. Weather
forecasts predict the weather for the next few days. They tell you
the weather in one place. You may see these forecasts on TV or
online. They predict temperature, precipitation, and windspeed.

We use tools like satellites and radar to predict the weather.
These tools tell us when clouds, rain, and storms will arrive
somewhere. We also use weather balloons. They tell us the
temperature, air pressure, and wind for the next few days.

A Navy scientist releases a weather balloon to collect climate
data.

Climate predictions are different. They focus more on the “big
picture”, not a small area or amount of time. Climate predictions
may cover a country or even the whole planet. They may predict
the climate years from now. These predictions help us plan.

How do we make climate predictions?

Many factors affect climate predictions. Many of them have to do
with sunlight. The sun is the earth’s only source of heat. The
climate depends on how much sunlight reaches the earth. If
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sunlight couldn’t reach the earth, a lot would change!

A huge volcano eruption can change global temperatures.

Some sunlight is reflected by the earth’s surface. White surfaces
reflect more light. Dark surfaces reflect less light. Sunlight does
not warm pale areas as much as dark places.

These polar ice caps reflect much of the sun’s radiation.

Greenhouse gases have a big effect on the earth’s climate.
These gases trap the heat from the sun. The more greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere, the more of the sun’s heat is trapped
on Earth. The earth gets warmer and warmer. We are part of the
problem. We burn fuel like oil and coal, and this creates
greenhouse gases!

Factories release greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.

What climate predictions have we made so far?

Scientists say that the earth’s temperature will rise very quickly in
the coming years. This is because of all the greenhouse gases in
our atmosphere. We call this trend climate change.
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Climate change is very dangerous for all of us. It could harm
many plants and animals. We might not be able to grow enough
food. Storms could become more dangerous. We must act now
to stop these predictions from coming true.

getting warmer.


